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Club penguin mission 5 guide

Here are step-by-step instructions to complete Mission 5: The secret of fur on penguin club. Mission 5: Mystery Fur 1. Talk to Gary Guy Gadget. You are asked to take a look at the Furensic 3000 analyzer. 2. Click Furensic 3000 analyzer. You see a bit of puffy fur stuck in the analyst. 3. From your spy
phone, take the comb and use it to unscrew puffle fur so you can feed into the machine. Analyzer matches fur to pink puff. 4. Now, G asks you to clear the fur found in Mission 3. 5. Take the fur from the hand of G, and put it in the analyzer. The analyst reports is an unknown sample but able to identify the
material on the fur. The analyst then finds the effects of hot chocolate, hot sauce and jet fuel on an unknown fur sample. 6. G tells you to find larger samples of items on the fur so he can use them to calibrate his special glasses. 7. Before you leave, go to the other side of the tool room, grab the AC 1000
from the form shelf, and put it in your inventory. You need it in a little 8. Now, go to the city's hot chocolate café. You find a mess in the shop. 9. Ask the barista behind the counter what happened. He tells you something big, weird and angry he saw. Draw a picture of her and show you 10. Click the
drawing he puts on the counter to see the monster. 11. Talk to Barista again and ask him for some hot chocolate. 12. Tell you he can't make you a cup: the hot chocolate shop machine is broken. 13. Click the hot chocolate machine behind barista. 14. In your inventory, click your spy phone and grab your
wrench. 15. Use a wrench on the milk hose on the left to reattach it to the machine. 16. Put your wrench away and click the cold/hot dial on the right side of the machine to move the dial from cold to hot. 17. Take the mug from the top of the machine, and place it under a hot chocolate faucet. 18. Press the
hot chocolate button and discover that you need chocolate sauce. 19. Head to the pizza shop in Plaza. It's a mess too! 20. Ask the pizza chef what happened. You say he also saw a really hairy lobster 21. Ask him if you can take a sample of hot sauce and chocolate sauce. 22. Put the sauces in your
inventory. 23. While you are in a pizza shop, ask the chef if you can give him a hand with anything. You are asked to deliver a pizza to the fishing penguin behind the ski lodge. 24. Take the pizza box from the counter, and put it in your inventory. 25. Go to ski lodge in ski village, head outside the back door
of the inn, deliver pizza to the fishing penguin behind the lodge. 26. Back to the café. 27. Click hot chocolate machine. 28. Take the chocolate sauce in your stock, and pour it in the chocolate insert funnel on top of the machine. 29. Press Red For hot chocolate, and -tah dah!- Hot chocolate fills the mug!
30. Put a hot chocolate cup in your stock. 31. Go to the lighthouse on the beach. 32. While you are at the lighthouse, take the rope on the boat... The fishing net next to the wooden steering wheel ... And put it in your inventory. You need them later 33. At the foot of the stairs, you find two stunned
penguins. 34 spoke to them. Head to the top of the stairs to the lighthouse. 35. Take AC 1000 from your inventory, and click it on a floating jet fuel pack can blow a red tray towards you. 36. Take the scissors from your spy phone, and cut the balloon chain on the fuel can. 37. Return scissors to your spy
phone, put fuel can in your inventory. 38. Back to headquarters, go to the tool room, and talk to G. 39. Tell him you found all 40 items. From your stock, pour hot chocolate, hot sauce, and jet fuel pack in funnel on the left side of the calibration machine. 41. Now, take the goggles of the calibration machine
and put them in your inventory. Click on tracking glasses in your inventory to wear, turn on and off. With glasses turned on, the track clutch prints from the pizza shop, through snow forts, to a café, past the dock, to the lighthouse, and finally to the ski lodge. 43. Enter Lodge Ski. There, the penguin who
delivered the pizza to him hiding under the couch cushions. 44. Talk to him. He tells you he almost caught a giant fish, but he saw a giant shadow behind him and decided to hide inside the ski lodge. 45. While you are at the Ski Lodge, take the candle from the candleholder to the left of the couch and put it
in your stock. You need it in a little 46. out of the back door to the fishing hole. You see the shadow of the beast and you watch him say that he is cold and needs a candle. You can turn off your glasses, if you want. 47. In your inventory, put the rope on the fishing net to create a trap. 48. Hang a trap on the
tip of a tree. 49. From your inventory, put the candle in the trap. The cancer sabotaging and catches in the monster trap, however, escapes. 50. Put a tuft of monster fur left behind in your inventory. 51. Put captured crabs in your inventory. 52. Back to headquarters, go to the tool room, and talk to G. 53.
Tell him what i caught and give him the crab 54. Talk to G again, and put a strand of fur found in the Furensic 3000 analyzer. You find that a tuft of fur came from the polar bear....! 55. Now talk to G again. I'm done! Did I miss anything? Note: Some time ago, we translated the code i've seen on the
Furensic 3000 analyzer in this task. See this post to see what the code says. The messages are funny if you want to see how to do other secret agent tasks, go to our task guide page: And i'm on! Mr. Snowball3 on this page, you will find links to our instructions to complete all penguin secret agency

missions (P.S.A.). Our guides are well written, with tons of hints and lots of useful photos. We believe that these are the best written and most useful Penguin Club important guides you can find on the internet. Mission 1: Case of Missing Puffles Penguin Club Mission 1 Mission Guide 2: G's Secret
Penguin Club Mission 2 Mission Guide 3: Case of Missing Penguin Club Coins Mission 3 Mission Guide 4: Agod Collapses 4 Rescue Club Mission Guide 5: The Secret of The Fur Club Penguin Mission Guide 6: Questions About Crab Club Penguin Mission 6 Mission Guide 7 : CLOCKWORK PENGUIN
MISSION REPAIR 7 MISSION GUIDE 8: MYSTERIOUS PENGUIN CLUB ORGASMS MISSION 8 MISSION GUIDE 9: OPERATION: SPY &AMP; SEEK Penguin Club Mission 9 Mission Guide 10: WADDLE Penguin Club Squad Mission 10 Mission Guide 11: The VEGGIE Evil Penguin Club Mission 11
Guide how to join P.S.A. and become a spy how to join P.S.A. and become a secret agent penguin P.S.A. mission video guides here our videos for P.S.A. missions. We miss Little Mission 6: Questions for Mission Crab 7: The Secret Repair Hour Share of Fur is psa's fifth mission. In previous missions,
PSA found white fur, and now it's time to discover which fur it is. Go around talking to G – then click the Furensic 3000 analyzer. Use a comb of spy phone to make fur go to the machine. Talk to G again – now analyze the fur from the last task. Go to the pizzeria - talk to the chef. Ask him if it's ok for you to
take some hot sauce and chocolate sauce. Ask him again if he needs any help - he will tell you what pizza can you need to deliver. Take the pizza box to the penguin who is fishing ice. Go to the café and talk to the barista and ask for his coffee machine to be repaired. Click on the coffee machine and use
the wrench of the spy phone to pull out the pipe. Pick up the cup and place it under a hot chocolate click, then place the chocolate sauce in the hole at the top. Then take the cup and put it in your inventory. Talk to the Barista again. Go to the lighthouse and talk to the penguins on the stairs – go to the
lighthouse and you'll see a jet pack fuel pack on the balloon. Go to headquarters and to the tool room and pick up ac1000. Use it to blow up the jet pack fuel towards the Bacon – then use the scissors of your spy phone to cut the balloon off. Put it in your inventory, go back to the tool room and talk to G.
Put all the items in your device. Put goggles on and go to the lighthouse – pick up a mesh and some rope. Combine them together and go to the ski lodge. Pick up the candle and talk to the penguin under the couch. Go outside again, then put the trap on the floor with the candle in it. I'll then. Crab. The
other creature has escaped and left more fur behind and put it in your stock go to G and give him crab and then put the white fur in the 3000 forensic analyzer, and I will tell you about the polar bear. Congratulations! Complete task 5, claim your gift and reward! In Herbert's Revenge Tour at the beginning
of the mission, you are in the front command room, receiving orders from the manager, who tells you that Gary has made improvements to the coach's leadership. Your first task is to question both Herbert P. Pere's previous activities. The manager tells you improvements to a driving instructor called a
virtual reality training program. From this point forward, the mission is the same online version, except: stage at the Plaza as if the stage was around in March 2006. You should use Mechano-Duster to clean the hot sauce in a pizzeria before you can get hot sauce and chocolate sauce. Delivering a pizza
box to the penguin at Ski Lodge is also optional. You should use Mechano-Duster again to clean some chocolate spilled before Café Barista Café lets you use the coffee machine. There is a snake symbol hidden in snow forts. You should wear goggles, which reveal a jackhammer hidden in the snow. You
should then lift the pop up the snow. Grab the Jackhammer and play optionally the game Jackhammer. You can then get a snake code. After you finish this task, you will receive ski glasses. Trivia this task marks the first appearance of Herbert B. Beer. Gallery see also names in other languages
Portuguese name O Segredo do Monte dei Bello French L'Énigme de la Touffe de Poils Spanish El misterioso manojo blanco German das Geheimnis des Fells Russian Аа Аааοοοοοοοοοο οерининининининининининининининининининининининининининининининининининes 10000 Noted.
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